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This publication sets out important facts over a week published by center for 

strategic and regional studies for the analysis of political, and economic situation 

of the country, so various institution and authorities can benefit it.   

 

What you will read in this publication: 

1. The crimes of Egyptian rebellions Denounced in Kabul  

Western countries are opposite with the institutionalization of democracy in 

Egypt. 

2. Expectation from the trip of president Hamid (Karzai) to Pakistan  

Is Pakistan demand peace between Taliban and Afghan Government? 

3 .Peace Project and signing security agreement with America   

Mr. Karzai tow big problems  

4. Confession and rejection two contradictory concepts!!! 

         Afghan president the most individual News informer in South Asian 

politicians  

 

 

 



Egyptian coup rebellions crimes denounced in Kabul  

Political parties and social institutions of Afghanistan in a press conference have 

strongly condemned killing of innocent Egyptians by the military coup rebellions 

of this country. Ahmad Zia (Masoud) political 

assistant to the Islamic Party while denouncing the 

crimes of Military Egyptians said, when a Muslim 

party tries to get to power through civil way and 

election campaign, but they face oppression and 

killing; this would definitely lead to tend to the 

religious extremism. He has been warned the 

illegitimate coup force in Egypt, the nation cannot be dominated by killing and the 

course of action that has been launched by military in Egypt would bring out 

dangerous consequences for both Egypt and Muslim world. Head of the National 

Front says: when civil and political campaigns, movements and parties are not 

supported in Islamic countries; new fundamentalist groups will announce their 

existence in these countries. Afghanistan Political parties and social institutions 

declared their common stance regarding violence and horrendous bleeding and its 

continuation in Egypt as follows.  

 Military coup launched against the elected government and victimizing the 

volition of Egypt People is going to be a terrible start, and they are willing to 

solve the crisis through following logical and peaceful ways, in such a way 

that the basic rights of people, freedom, volition and choice is guaranteed.   

 with sympathy to the great nation of Egypt we strongly condemn the 

martyrdom and wounding thousands sons of them and the continuation of 

violence and deadly attacks of security forces against innocent and unarmed 

people and announce our support as a human being and their legitimacy.  



 We call the International Community, United Nation Organization, Security 

Council, European Unity, Organization of Islamic Countries and Human 

Rights Institutions before the crisis getting to much more depth, enforce the 

military government to accept the legal rights of people and prevent killing 

and continuation of bleeding.  

 We warn the military government that they con not administrate the country 

with continuing the flood of blood. Our desire in this regard is that the coup 

rebellions should stop this inhuman crime and accepting the basic demands 

of people, they should search out predisposition for further calmness and 

fundamental solution of the crisis.     

Is Pakistan demand peace between Taliban and Afghanistan government? 

Principally, what is the assessment of Pakistan providing peace in Afghanistan? Is 

it real, that the states men of Afghanistan say peace in Afghanistan will also be to 

the benefit of Pakistan? When convicting Pakistan not helping sincerely for 

insuring peace in Afghanistan, it should be ponder, what 

benefits this country follow in the Afghanistan war? Do 

the extensive insecurity in Pakistan which leaded the 

country’s economy in to bankruptcy, as some of our 

analysts says, is the plan of Army and ISI of this country. 

Wahid (Mozda) political issues analyst in response to all 

these questions says: the big problem among our 

politicians is this that all of them want to make simple complex issues for public 

understanding that is to make it quite empty from the content. The assurance 

created in the result of such analysis, takes a belief that Pakistan is now in the state 

of analysis and has no choice without surrender. America will attack on Pakistan 

and will destroy the Nuclear Bomb of this country. Such analysis from respected 



political experts are lacked detailed review of knowing the relationship between 

Afghan and Pakistani Taliban and with what restrictions  the balance of influence 

of Pakistan Military Intelligence over them is faced with?  Why do people like 

Khalid, Khwaja and Karnel Imam have been said involved for years in the project 

of Taliban kill by Taliban? Indicating Taliban under control in both sides of 

Durand, even the role of Pakistani Taliban in recent election has been ignored. In 

some cases the media instead of having an active role to make clear the minds, 

work for the distraction of minds and the engineering beliefs in accordance to the 

demand of specific side. Recent election has been held in Pakistan under wild 

shadow that has been created by the Taliban of this country. Parties that they have 

been announced slogan and head enemy with Taliban during the government of 

People’s Party, defeated. They even have not gotten the opportunity to organize 

Electoral Assembly and to speak with people about their plan and programs when 

they win election. This pressure of Taliban was well tangible in Sind and Khyber 

Pashtonkhaw. The Muslim League Party (N) through the head of Nawaz (Sharif) 

and Tahrik Insaf party headed by Imran (Khan) have promised in the case of the 

seizure of power, will negotiate with Pakistani Taliban and will solve the 

uncertainties through negotiations. These two parties had also been promised when 

reaching to power, will prevent the airstrikes of American drones on border areas.  

That’s why these two parties have faced with favorable opinion of Tahrik Taliban 

Pakistan and won the election. Pakistan’s Taliban also had a similar demand 

previously from the previous government of Pakistan and has been told that this 

can be done by mediation of the leaders of religious parties, but postponed after the 

killing of Waliurahman Deputy to Tahrik Taliban Pakistan in the airstrike of 

American Drone in May. It was expected that reaching to power the new 

government Taliban attacks will be reduce and the field will be ready for talks, but 

the continuation of American Drones airstrikes, on one hand, and the inability of 



Pakistan government to combat against those airstrikes on the other, increased epic 

activities of Taliban and even this work extended to a place where they have had 

an army attack on Dera Iamail Khan which is one of the most stable prison of 

Pakistan in this region and as a result released more than two hundred of their 

fellowships. War and assassinations the same continued and attacks on police and 

army has been increased. Pakistan Taliban charge shut down the new government 

of Pakistan for U.S attacks. Nawaz (Sharif) as he has been promised Pakistan 

people peace, security and further improvement during the campaign of election, 

so far, he has been failed in the realization of his promises. The reason for this 

cannot be more than the inability of the civil government against powerful army of 

this country. Pakistan’s army will not pretend that its fail against domestic 

rebellion. More recently, once again, Pakistan’s Taliban tendency for negotiating 

with central government has been witnessed, Shahidullah a spokes man to Tahrik 

Taliban Pakistan once again expressed preparation for peace negotiations with 

Pakistan government. Tahrik Taliban Pakistan This time also proposed the 

mediation of Mawlana fazl Rahman and Munwer Hussain in these negotiations. A 

spokesman for Jamiat Ulama e Islam, Maulana Jalil Jan, led by Maulana Fazl 

Rahman, stated in order to access to peace talks in Pakistan is a major necessity 

and has said that<< they have paved the way in Afghanistan for negotiations 

between Taliban and Afghan government, America also wants to negotiate with 

Afghan Taliban and has been opened an office for them in Qatar. If the entire 

negotiation took place the same in Pakistan it would be commonly beneficial to the 

whole region>>. But in the time, that once again Pakistani Taliban expressed their 

tendency for peace talks with Nawaz Sharif’s government, the government yet 

again started a series of executions. It is expected that after five years pause, all 

over again, dangerous criminals would face dead penalty. Pakistan Ministry of 

finance has announced that the dead sentence of four people, who have been 



sentenced to death a few years ago, will run out. Two of them are affiliated with 

Lasker e Jhangvi and were involved in the killing of Shiite religion doctor. 

Pakistan’s Taliban have been reacted against this decision of government and said 

it the announcement of war against them. In such circumstances, it is expected that 

president Hamid Karzai will have a trip to Pakistan. He has already determined 

that in this trip he will negotiate in the framework of specific agenda with Pakistani 

officials and the cooperation of Pakistan in peace process will be the toped issue in 

the speech. In relation to this trip, this question is considerable to be raised, when 

the government of Pakistan itself cannot solve its problems with their Taliban, 

when the government of Pakistan is not capable to prevent insecurity and murder 

that has been crippled this country economy, do the expectation of Kabul for the 

mediation of Islamabad between Afghan Taliban and Afghanistan government to 

what extent it can be practical. Taliban are complex scrambled problem in both 

sides of Durand and cannot be separated. Pakistan well knows if Afghan Taliban 

and Afghanistan government get to an agreement, Pakistani Taliban will receive a 

better position in terms of warship and will have much more support, and war in 

Pakistan will be increased. According to the allergy of Pakistan regarding the role 

of India in Afghanistan, Pakistan’s military authorities perceive that peace in 

Afghanistan will forward this opportunity to the discretion of India and will hurry 

to support Pakistan’s Taliban and using the knot of Taliban against Pakistan, will 

change this country to the altar of fire.  On the other side, in recent situation 

Pakistan’s peace with the Taliban of this country is not in the favor of Pakistan, 

because Taliban are in much more appropriate military and political position and in 

case of holding peace talks, they will have much more important and practical role 

in the politics of Pakistan. America and Pakistan’s westerners allies never take 

such a case, and as a result of these agreements, Pakistan will be deprived from the 

aids of western countries especially America. Pakistan counts a great danger the 



adjacency between India and US and even with the price of spreading insecurity 

inside Pakistan don’t want the war to be finish in such a way to place India in 

excellent position in the region. Pakistan due to economic problems cannot 

compete with India to invest in economic sections of Afghanistan, but war and 

insecurity in Afghanistan could be an effective tool to reduce India’s role in 

Afghanistan.   Therefore, Pakistan involvement in the peace process of 

Afghanistan, is not to the benefit of Afghan people and because of this the Taliban 

leadership preferred office rather than countries like Turkey and Saudi Arabia with 

whom the Pakistan military intelligence service has been worked for decades 

regarding the issue of Afghanistan, to open an office in Qatar, as Afghanistan 

government always raise this charge that Pakistan has an active role in the 

insecurities of Afghanistan, had launched unsuccessful attempt to bring Pakistan 

under the pressure of west, but contrary, Pakistan using the same allegations that 

this country has a key role in Afghanistan , has been received aids and privileges 

from west.  Thus President Hamid Karzai trip to Pakistan as his previous trips 

would not have any achievement and if Pakistan government is present to release 

Mula Berother, it could be a matter of a little achievement of this trip, but indeed 

the problem of war in Afghanistan would not be solved because the key of solving 

this problem is not in Pakistan. At that time this problem can be solved when the 

negotiations between Taliban and America get to conclusion and following that, 

start negotiations between Afghans.   

Peace Project and Signing the Security Agreement with America 

Mr. Karzai two big problems 

Nisar Ahmad Goryani- member of Afghanistan parliament   

Two projects of President Hamid Karzai which had unprecedented impact on the 

Afghan political process: first peace project and second the project of signing 



security contract with America. The project of peace that started nearly eight years 

ago still didn’t have a clear definition. Recent remarks by President Hamid Karzai 

at the ceremony of small Eid lighted that he has faced with multiple divagations.  

President Karzai in his speech addressed Taliban <<dear>> and toward opening of 

office of this group in Qatar, used the literature which has obvious contradiction 

with his previous statements in this aspect. Mr. Karzai said if Taliban were to open 

the same office in Kabul, they would never face with the problem of bringing 

down the flag and signboard of Islamic Emirate. These statements mean that 

president Karzai didn’t have any problems with the flag and signboard of Taliban, 

and his problem was just with the country where the office was open for them or 

the conditions that has been raised by Taliban for their talks. These statements 

could also evoke the recognition of Taliban, the same group that nearly 13 years 

ago has collapsed in the attack of coalition forces in global fight against terrorism, 

and at the meeting of Bon, president Karzai has gotten political power in 

Afghanistan. dose president Karzai after 13 years, once again tries to enter Taliban 

to the political scene of Afghanistan?... obviously the issues do not approve such 

occurrence in the near future , but can change the situation in the favor  of Taliban. 

Mr. Karzai however welcoming the flag and sign board of Islamic Emirate in 

Kabul that Army and police forces are cleaning the members of this group from 

Logar neighboring province to Kabul. At the same time, the efforts have been 

launched to create an office for Taliban in one of near countries to Afghanistan.  

Many politicians has been warned the chances of opening Taliban office in Saudi 

Arabia or Turkey with the presence of Motasm Agha Jan one of Taliban’s leaders. 

Motasm Agha Jan is living in Turkey right now and has close relation with the 

presidential palace of Afghanistan. Many political issues experts acknowledge that 

Motasm Agha Jan, doesn’t have position and past relation with the leadership of 



Taliban and act as<<burnt bead>> if it is going to be reality, so it can be obviously 

said that president Karzai still has various views with Americans over peace talks. 

Because, according to some reports it is expected that the Taliban office in Qatar 

will be reopened, and whatever come out from the message of the leader of this 

group on the occasion of Eid al- Fitr, Taliban are also not reluctant than the start of 

negotiation with America.       

Of course, Taliban still has not changed their previous position toward peace 

negotiations and as well knowing the International community and especially 

America the main side of these talks, the issue which has been caused troubles and 

is thought that misapprehended by the presidential palace of Afghanistan. Because 

of this, president Karzai tries to create alternative office for Qatar, an office which 

can commonly and even symbolically show that the presidential palace is not 

completely aside from peace deals yet. But the second issue which cannot be 

without relation to peace issue, is signing security agreement with US. This issue is 

also becoming a wound in the relationship of two countries. Whatever expressed as 

a great obstacle to the signing of this agreement by the afghan authorities, if are not 

more than technical and strategic issues, are political issues Mr. Karzai as he has 

insists on secrecy regarding peace negotiations and has not been exposed his real 

aims and strategies, also speaks vague regarding signing the security agreement 

with America. The Vague speech of president Karzai and other Afghan authorities 

in relation of agreeing to sign the strategic agreement with America which could be 

a part of the strategic partnership between two countries which was signed last 

year, have intensified these doubt and speculations in community that Mr. Karzai 

follows his personal aims in signing this agreement. Saying words whereas lighting 

national interest in signing of this agreement, only concluded to increase mistrust 

in this regard. Most people are asking, what are the national interests to be 



considered in this regard. But the main question is that what benefit dose contains 

signing the security agreement with the United State for Afghanistan, and what is 

the need for signing this agreement? Security is the category of multidimensional 

that different components have a role in its formation. In the absence or weakness 

of national institutions, security is already threatened. Afghanistan minimum of 

thirty years tile now alone cannot ensure its security. The withdrawal former Soviet 

forces from Afghanistan and following peace talks in Geneva, did not practically 

prolonged to peace talks in the country. Because there were not national 

institutions in the country and the government over its being on power has been 

loosened political legitimacy. These conditions have led to the collapse of the 

government and began conflict between parties in Afghanistan. This experience is 

going to be repeated. According to some thinkers, the history is repeating one 

again, once for tragic and second time for comedy. Maybe this time the turn is of 

comedy history is arrived. Anyway, until the national institutions of the country is 

not figured seriously and has not been institutionalized, undoubtedly security 

would be in a serious risk. Afghanistan to reach such a phase needs insides aids in 

order to ensure security. However if such support and assistance is not available, 

there isn’t any warranty that the active forces will once again join to open breakup, 

sectarian encountering and dissolution of the groups. The occurrence of disaster 

cannot be prevented with having serious and nationalist feelings. Indeed, realism 

and political wisdom order that the government of Afghanistan should act 

according to needs, obligation, interests and national stuff. And should not use the 

discussion of security contract as a tool for squeal and slave trade of their politics 

and should not make the people wandering and place them in pinch and America 

should also consider this issue. 

 



    Confession and denial  

Ahmad saeedi aware of political issues 

Confession and denial are two words or two contradictory concepts which are used 

here for incoherence saying and various games of the spokes men of president 

Karzai and these two reagent sentences can be counted as 

showing personality identification of the leader of 

Afghanistan nation that has mystified many politicians and 

media from the denial of facts, the most sad and undeniable 

truth is this that the president of Afghanistan is the 

individualist news maker among Asian politicians. Through paradox he is always 

providing fresh food for media, one week he is busy with issues at arctic and on 

other weak at Antarctic in one confession and on the other denial of him is brought 

out for discussion and in other week negative arguments are discussed and 

searched out clearly.  

 

 

 

 

 

          

 

    

  

    


